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to be remembered that those accounts were written by their
murderers and successors. They are just like the writings of
the crusading monks who with infinite bloodshed blotted
out the innocent and beautiful civilization of the Troubadours
of Provence and, the Troubadours being all dead, accused
them of every crime mentionable and unmentionable. But
to-day those writings only serve to emphasize the beauty
and gentleness of the civilization that the writers blotted
out. So the writings of the contemporaries and apologists of
Cortes only gild the virtues of the unfortunate Emperor
Guartimozin,* and nothing seems more dignified, noble,
and hospitable than the Indians who waited on the birth-
and death-throes of Raleigh's colony of Virginia. How
else could you qualify the behaviour of the wife of the
chief Granganimeo?
Her husband being absent she was waited on by seven
Englishmen from the first flotilla of Raleigh, who himself
had stayed at home. She received the unexpected visitors
with calmness in her five-roomed house; set them before a
great fire whilst her women took away their wet and filthy
clothes to wash and dry them. She made ready a meal of
hasty pudding, venison, smoked, boiled, and baked fish,
and melons and apples. This was brought to table in white
clay-ware tureens and served on platters of perfumed wood.
She poured them wine flavoured with ginger and cinnamon.
The banqueting-hall, which was very large, served also as
the bedroom and family chapel. In the place of honour
was the image of Manitou, whose miracles she recounted
* Nothing, if it were not so tragic, could be more amusing than the
perpetual tergiversations of Columbus on the subject of the Caribs.
When it is a question of extracting more money from Ferdinand and
Isabella for obtaining easy money from an earthly paradise he represents
them as gentle, chocolate-coloured beings. When he desires their
licence to enslave and sell the natives they become suddenly cannibals
whose "bestiality is greater than that of any beast upon the earth."
. . . Actually it would seem that the really gentle Caribs were vege-
tarians and that the only cannibals there were the Spaniards who when
hard-pressed actually ate each other once or twice. . . . "Los unicas
casas autenticas de antropofagia en la conquista fueron comitidos por
los mismos conquistadores,** La Fabula de las Casnbes9 p. 15.

